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on the bandwagon” in English, with a graph
for the literal interpretation in (15) and one
for the figurative interpretation (16). With
the idiomatic interpretation, an English Prop-
Bank roleset jump-on-bandwagon-09 is used,
shown in Figure (1).

(15) “He jumped on the bandwagon.” (lit.)
. (j / jump-03
. :Arg0 (p / person
. :ref-person 3rd
. :ref-number Singular)
. :Arg1 (b / bandwagon)
. :aspect Performance
. :modstr FullAff)

(16) ”He jumped on the bitcoin bandwagon.”
(’he joined the bitcoin boom’)

. (j / jump-on-bandwagon-09

. :Arg0 (p / person

. :ref-person 3rd

. :ref-number Singular)

. :Arg1 (b / bitcoin)

. :aspect Performance

. :modstr FullAff)

Rolesets for idiomatic MWEs are able to be
quite descriptive about the relationships be-
tween the MWE’s tokens and between the el-
ements in the literal and figurative frames, as
illustrated in Figure (1).

First, numbered roles are provided for par-
ticipants in the idiomatic frame as well as any
modifiers the expression can take. Here, the
Arg0 of jump-on-bandwagon-09 corresponds
to the same agent that appears in (15). Ad-
ditionally, the expression ’jump on the band-
wagon’ is modifiable, so the roleset provides
an Arg1 for any phrase that might be used
to modify ’bandwagon’. The idiomatic mean-
ing of the expression is ’to join in with others
who are following a certain fad’, and it conveys
this by evoking historical imagery of political
parade-goers jumping onto the wagon that car-
ried the band at the front of the parade. In cur-
rent use, speakers identify the ’bandwagon’ in
the expression with a fad, and tell us what the
fad is by modifying that token syntactically.

Next in the roleset, the tokens are identi-
fied and labeled with slot position, part of
speech, and syntactic head. Then, two par-
allel graphs are given that use the slot labels

(A-D), the numbered arguments (N-ARG0 and
N-ARG1), and token values to map between
the literal frame and the metaphorical frame.
The token ’jump’ in slot A is equated with
the ’jump-03’ roleset (physical jumping) in the
literal interpretation and with the ’join-in-05’
roleset (joining a group) in the idiomatic inter-
pretation. The token ’bandwagon’ in slot D ap-
pears as the destination argument of jump-03
in the literal frame and is equated with ’peo-
ple following a fad’ in the figurative frame. N-
ARG0 is equated with the literal jumper and
the figurative fad-joiner. Lastly, N-ARG1 tells
us what kind of fad is being discussed in the
figurative frame (as in He joined the bitcoin
boom).

Alias:
TOKENS:    jump   on    the   bandwagon
SLOTS:   A         B        C              D
POS: VB        PP      DET    NN

HEAD:  -          A        D     B

Idiom Mapping:
LITERAL: 
  (A / jump-03
      :arg0 (n / N-ARG0)
      :destination (D / bandwagon))

FIGURATIVE:

  (A / join-in-05
      :arg0 (n / N-ARG0)
      :arg1 (D / people
          :arg0-of (f / follow-01
          :arg1( f2/ fad
              :topic (n1 / N-ARG1))

Jump-on-bandwagon-09   
  :ARG0 fad-follower                  

  :ARG1 the fad
Definition: join with others in following a fad

Jump-03 physically leap

  :ARG0 jumper

Join-in-05 join a group

  :ARG0 joiner

  :ARG1 group

Follow-02 adhere to

  :ARG0 follower

  :ARG1 thing adhered to

Figure 1: Roleset for jump-on-bandwagon-09 with
token breakdowns and mappings between literal
and figurative frames.

5.1 Chinese Idioms
Chinese idioms, known in Chinese as xiyu, can
also have literal or figurative interpretations
and are annotated in a similar manner to En-
glish. For example, the Chinese expression 炒
鱿鱼 (’stir fry squid’) can have a literal or fig-
urative meaning depending on the context. In
(17),炒鱿鱼 should be interpreted literally and


